The Student Life Commission yesterday finalized its policy regarding sexual misconduct in passing a new sexuality rule. The rule, which now goes to Fr. Hesburgh for approval, provides for serious misconduct or flagrant, perverse or repeated sexual misconduct which is "extremely or deliberately conspicuous." It also stated his expectation that ex-voto would be the primary responsibility for dealing with instances of sexual misconduct within the residence halls not included in number 6 above. Rectors may warn, penalize or refer students for counseling. Such cases should be handled in the halls in the true spirit of cooperation and concern that exists at Notre Dame. As in number 6 above, any penalty should be commensurate with the nature of the offense.

The four meeting-long debate centered on language that defined various terms in this rule and demonstrated considerable confusion and disagreement among SLC members as to exactly what was prohibited. Some confusion may still exist.

At an earlier meeting Student Body President Pat McLaughlin explained that a "flagrant act according to the dictionary is one that is extremely or deliberately conspicuous." And it was generally accepted by the members of the SLC.

The chances of approval of the entire rule were considered questionable by Student Commission Darlene Palma, who voted for the rule because "I complained of continued confusion. "The wording part of it was tactfully avoided and the term, and such what an obligation is and left some of the question attached." Whether homosexuality was covered under "perverse" was also debated and there was still confusion. It is not perverse but it would come under sexual misconduct to be dealt with in the halls. Carl Fries, rector of Fisher several members interviewed after the meetings, "I don't think that we will get the requirement added by Fr. Hesburgh in his last veto letter," the rector said, "but it may take into consideration the tradeoffs that were necessary in debate and the advantages the s. section version does have." Over the summer Hesburgh vetoed an earlier revision providing expulsion from the on-campus community as the maximum penalty for sexual infractions. This, which was not available for direct comment called for a rule that stated specifically what was banned and what the penalties would be. The letter also stated his expectation that expenditures that would allow the legitimate presumption of extramarital sex would be prohibited. Neith Ackerman nor McLaughlin would hazard a guess on whether Hesburgh would veto the proposal. Flanagan commented that "overall we think that Hesburgh's guideline was not worded for word of course. Now its up to him to decide." Palma, however, thought Hesburgh would definitely veto it. "There was not a majority of the body itself, it was a vote against a proposal, not a vote against the matter." Flanagan himself abstained. McLaughlin complained that "there were many unanswered questions left, such as those on homosexuality and the trust between students and administration." Also voting against the proposal because of vagueness were Bro. J. Passey, Sr. James Jones, assistant to the provost, and Fr. David Schlaver who also objected the the vagueness. "The more I hear about this thing, the less I understand it, Jones said.

McLaughlin, who voted against the proposal partly due to this confusion said that "no one answered the question of whether homosexuality was covered or not, and Palma agreed that the matter was "left un decided." As to what was definitely covered by "perverse," "It is the function of the English department advanced the theory the English department advance the theory that in another direction."

Other matters included under number 6 are sexual abuse of another person through coercion, which met with no objection, and sexual conduct normally under extramarital sex and violence. This proposal partly due to this confusion said that "no one in the right mind will get caught twice sleeping ever with his girl and any one who is foolish enough to do it deserves to get busted.

McLaughlin and Palma, however, thought that they were surprised that the proposal had not been resolved and would be covered by the parents ruling back.

The Commissioners did agree that any "sexual misconduct" not covered by number 6 would be "perverse" but they avoided any precise definition of "sexual misconduct." This is called for in the rule and demonstrated considerable confusion and disagreement among SLC members as to exactly what was prohibited. Some confusion may still exist.

At an earlier meeting Student Body President Pat McLaughlin explained that a "flagrant act according to the dictionary is one that is extremely or deliberately conspicuous." And it was generally accepted by the members of the SLC.

The chances of approval of the entire

### At Urban Ministry conference

No relief seen for world hunger crisis

by Charlie Moran

"I have a very pessimistic outlook toward progress in the world situation," said Dr. Lyle Schertz, deputy administrator of the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Lyle's comment was part of the opening session of the Notre Dame Catholic Conference on Urban Ministry yesterday afternoon in the Morris Inn.

The speaker centered Monday's seminar chiefly on the role of the U.S. government and the role of the farmer. Producing assorted facts and charts, Dr. Schertz described how the government was releasing its control of the agricultural market in the U.S. and the world.

"Government exports surplus of food has almost totally been stopped since 1973," he said. "Every high through this is a record wheat crop in 1973, there was no surplus.

According to the Deputy Administrator, the chief concern of the government is whether we want to be dominated by large corporate farms, or whether the small farmer should head government priorities.

Presently, 4 per cent of the farms in the country produce 56 per cent of the food in the country. "It is quite clear where the trends are, he concluded, speculating on the future of the small farm in the 1980s priorities."

Three reasons were cited for the discrepancy: a very high income level in the U.S. compared to those of other countries; good productive land and position in the world; and the government's investment in research and foreign aid in American production. Most of the emphasis was placed on the latter.

"Research has made it possible for the U.S. to produce 56 bushels of wheat instead of 30 or 40, and has made the products generally higher, "but the question was raised whether the research is geared toward the large farm and corporation; the small farmer is getting some advantages from it.

Another topic discussed was where policy in the U.S. government is going. 'Policies that have come about are really the result of power said Schertz. He cited the law against importation as one of the laws of power, and compared the plight of the small farmer with the influence of corporate farmers.

The food stamp program was shown as political poker in another direction.

The speaker also asked whether the American people are ready to lower their real income and accept a lower standard of living in order to help the poor of the world.

"Income are a tremendous restraint on the ability of people in the world to live better. I think that with the technology we have today, it is possible to produce enough food for the world." However, the demand must be there. If the undeveloped countries offer no demand and we do not either, the food will not be produced, according to Dr. Schertz.

"Much of the work must start with education," commented one person attending the seminar. People must know the situation and find what they can do."

"If we get 3000 Notre Dame students to eat a bowl of rice one night for some instead of beef, it can be followed up with a program during Lent or sometime to keep up the concern and education of students and others." Students on campus concerned with the food shortage and world hunger crisis have become involved in the fight. Members of CILA, Campus Ministries, the Program in Non-Violence and other interested people have banded together to form a committee known as the Hunger Coalition.

The coalition's work was praised, for it has the consciousness of the Notre Dame community concerning the main spiritual, moral and social issues related to this matter. Of the coalition's goals was to develop a variety of creative action responses to the problems so that during the educational experience it will be possible to have a variety of ways to respond to the persons and issues involved.

To ask Fr. Hesburgh to confirm some of the action strategies which would include influencing the dining halls and food sales in ways of collecting money to be sent abroad.

There will be a panel discussion Thursday, Nov. 14, on "The Ethics of Food, Population and Energy" with two other events later in the month, including a trip standing outside the dining halls asking others to bypass their meal in order to show support.
world briefs

ROME (UPI) - Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz has put his weight behind an appeal to President Ford to pledge an additional million tons of emergency food aid for the world’s hungry nations, Sen. Dick Clark said today.

Clark, an Iowa Democrat, said that "after some resistance" Butz signed a telegram from the entire U.S. delegation at the current United Nations World Food Conference supporting Clark’s proposal for an announcement of increased U.S. aid totaling 4.3 million tons before the end of the fiscal year in June.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, criticizing his own department, said Monday the United States should forget about trying to reform the world and adopt a "hardheaded, cold-blooded" American foreign policy.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A week after the 1974 elections, some candidates still don’t know if they won or lost. The main contests still in doubt are Senate races in Oklahoma, North Dakota, Nevada and New Hampshire, the governorship of Alaska, and House races in Nebraska, Maine and Louisiana.

LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) - Former President Richard Nixon has been taken off the serious list and it is hoped he can leave the hospital this week, his doctor said today.

The daily medical bulletin said that oral coagulant treatment to prevent further blood clotting had been resumed Saturday and is continuing.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Six days after the Watergate break-in, President Richard M. Nixon apparently agreed that the CIA should be dropped in its investigation of Mexican funds used to finance the burglary, according to a tape played Monday at the Watergate.

on campus today

4:30 pm - seminar, "Is dna all?" by dr. tracye sonneborn, i.u., spon. by bio. dept., galvin life aud.

5 pm - vespers, evensong, log chapel.

7:30 pm - lecture, "development and cooperation between the east and west!", by dr. farouk mowwakki, spon. by business administration and econ. dept., carroll hall.

7 pm - meeting, psychology society, 224 haggar hall.

Pulitzer prize winner Kammen discusses American maturity

by Mark Jakne Staff Reporter

1973 History Pulitzer Prize Winner Dr. Michael Kammen emphasized America’s “rise of passage” into maturity last Friday in the Library Auditorium.

Kammen, history department chairman at Cornell University, spoke on the topic “The American Revolution and the Historical Imagination.”

Drawing on contrasts and comparisons from American literature, Kammen said “A part of our knowledge and part of our self-image as a nation result from historical romances.” He defined three periods of strong revolutionary feeling in American literature.

The first period, running through the 1780’s and 1820’s, was a time of strong anti-British feeling in American literature. Kammen believes that much of this feeling resulted from anger following the War of 1812. The works of James Fenimore Cooper were the primary references of this.

The second period occurred in the 1850’s and 1860’s, which “anglophobia” mellowed somewhat. Citing the works of Harrod Frederic, Kammen noted that characters of English decent were not always portrayed as evil. Still, the American usually came out on top. He felt the mellowing was due to the span of sixty years since the War of 1812.

The third period took place in the 1860’s and 1870’s, marked by strong pro-British feeling. This resulted from the closing of the British alliance in World War I, and World War II legislation prohibiting any unkind-practicing about our allies, Books written by Kenneth Roberts provided examples of this.

Kammen concluded that he hopes more and better historical text will be written following the Bicentennial. Quoting Walt Whitman, he said, “As soon as history is properly told there is no more need of romances.”

Theology course schedule changed

There has been a mistake made in the course description booklet for Theology. All students interested in taking Theology courses 238 and 248 should come to room 1102 of the Library BEORE Pre-Registration.

All students interested in taking Theology 342 (a one-credit between semester class) should see Fr. Thomas Stella at the student activities office.

waverneanese music co.

459 So. Michigan - So. Bend
121 So. Main - Mishawaka
220 W. Marion - Elkhart

serving michiana’s music community for 25 years

special student discount

bring your student ID

The notre dame student union cultural arts commission presents

A NEW MUSICAL

based on script by

Thursday, November 14th 8:00pm

at o’laughlin auditorium

St. Mary’s College

tickets:
$2.00 Students
$3.00 Adults

on sale at:
student union ticket office

information: 263-3797

the new york theatre company
Walton discusses development of American business attitudes

by Bill Flanagan Staff Reporter

Walton, Pres. of Catholic University, lectured on "Historical Perspectives on Society-Business Relationships," Monday afternoon in LaFortune Lobby.

Walton, the first lay president of Catholic University, first examined American attitudes during the nineteenth century. "In that period," he said, "we were a people of faith.

Walton contrasted this with the present attitude by mentioning a recent New York Times editorial which declared that the happiest present-day issue is the imminent collapse of Western civilization.

Walton also pointed to syndicated columnist Joseph Alois's comment that in Europe today there is a "mood of despair" concerning the West.

Walton said we are a people of law, not men.

Walton said: "We are a nation unto ourselves."

Walton, a member of the U.S. Commission on College Costs and Aid, said his talks have stressed the need for volunteers.

"The amount of work we can do is a function of the amount of people we have. We have a lot of areas now. And we need people in InPirg, but we can use two or three times the number," Shickich emphasized.

InPirg, a statewide, student organization, applies its research to both immediate and long-range social changes. InPirg operates a state office at Indianapolis with chapters at Notre Dame, Indiana University, Earlham University, and Indiana State.

Currently, Notre Dame InPirg is conducting biweekly price surveys of South Bend supermarkets, said Walton.

Poll shows facuors favor return to 1973-74 calendar

by Brian Clancy and John Carrao Staff Reporters

Approximately 90 percent of 30 faculty members contacted said they would decline in attendance just prior to the mid-semester break, according to an Ombudsman poll. Most, however, felt that the increased attendance would have no effect on their teaching plans for the semester.

The remaining 10 percent of those contacted said they would decline in attendance just prior to the mid-semester break.

Two-thirds of the professors who teach on Friday noted a significant decrease in student attendance, while one-third termed the decrease in student attendance, while one-third termed the decrease in student attendance, while one-third termed the decrease in student attendance.

If such a decrease were to occur again, the professors said they would reduce the availability of throw-away cards for students.

Pollsters called 300 faculty members Thursday, with 168 faculty members responding affirmatively. Approximately 10 professors were unable to comment on this question.

When asked if the break had proven beneficial to them, over 60 percent of the teachers responded affirmatively, while 15 percent said they were unable to comment. Most replied that they had spent the time catching up on their work and a few managed to fit in a small vacation.

Approximately 90 percent stated that they would have preferred to participate in the old calendar with the semester break eliminated and the summer vacation extended.

Mathematics professor Wilhelm Stoll said, "I could do very well as long as we don't have Friday classes and were not able to comment on this question.

TICKETS ON SALE FOR BLACK OAK CONCERT

Mail orders are now being accepted for the Black Oak Arkansas concert scheduled for today at the A.C.C. The English rock group Foghat will also perform. Ticket prices are $6.00, $5.00, and $4.00. Mail orders should be addressed to: Notre Dame, Black Oak Arkansas, Notre Dame A.C.C., Notre Dame, Ind. 46056. Ticket sales begin Monday, Nov. 18 at the A.C.C. and Student Union Ticket Office. Ticket sales begin 9 a.m. Monday.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

Presentation by SOUTH BEND CRIME PREVENTION UNIT TODAY AND TOMORROW 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. LaFortune Lobby

Also Available:

Pens for Hall-Marc Program & Student Telephone Directories

Off-Campus Student Services

LaFortune Lobby

Do not let the price of a college education stop you.

The price of a college education is skyrocketing. The Air Force ROTC has done something about it. For the first time, the Air Force ROTC Scholarship program includes the 2-year program, for men and women. If you qualify, the Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only does the Air Force ROTC Scholarship include the 2-year program, for men and women. If you qualify, the Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college education. Not only does the Air Force ROTC Scholarship include the 2-year program, for men and women.

The Air Force ROTC Scholarship includes full tuition, reimbursement for textbooks, lab fees, 50% of living expenses, $100 a month, tax-free. To cash in on all the programs, mail in the Air Force ROTC registration form, Nov. 1st. Make sure you apply early. It's a great way to finish your college education in the money, and build a future as an Air Force officer.
Unfair and Unjust

It appears that the ACC has once again exercised its right to set ticket prices as it sees fit, without regard towards fairness or justice. This time, the actions extend to St. Mary’s basketball tickets, and the implications run further than economic discomfort.

As Stevie Wernig, assistant to the vice-president of student affairs at St. Mary’s, said, “there would have to be a complete change of attitude concerning St. Mary’s over at the Notre Dame Athletic Department,” before any change in ticket prices could be accomplished.

It’s time for members of the Notre Dame community to retreat from their defensive post-non-merger stance and begin to realize that change of attitude concerning Notre Dame students. This year, they have been able to sit in the same sections with Notre Dame students.

Another statement which appears somewhat dubious in the face of facts is Bouffard’s contention that St. Mary’s students received ample notification of ticket prices and dates of sales. St. Mary’s students contend that very little, if any, notification was made before October break.

Bouffard claimed that the Notre Dame Athletic Department sent a bulletin announcing ticket sales and dates to Pat McLaughlin, the Observer, and the Scholastic. All three deny having received such a notice.

Their link in the already decaying relationship between the two colleges.

Mary Jane
Fred Graver

Dreams, Part One

Believe it or not, you do have something in common with that hot little number you’ve been eying at lunch for the past few months. Aside from the fact that you are both students (of sorts) you both dream something each night. As you do everyday. Yes, it is true. Science tells us that we all dream something every night of our lives, and furthermore that we may probably dream at any time of night. Though we remember but a few, we are affected by them all.

Conveying what we have dreamed is difficult, if not often downright embarrassing. They are difficult to convey because in our drowsy conditions we usually forget them. That they can be embarrassing depends only on you. You may have noted what we do remember is often conveyed in terms borrowed from motion pictures. We talk about dreams as if they were tiny features playing in some sort of cerebral theater. Almost as if among us we have short black and white dreams, the more imaginative put together massive productions, while the most imaginative tend toward sixteen-millimeter explicitness. All of us have experienced this full range of dreams, from frantically assembled "B" features to long productions taking an entire night. The costs of these latter films are enormous in time and thought expenditure, but they are extremely entertaining. We further pay for our entertainment when we awake, for these all-nighters are frustrating in that their length dictates that they be the most difficult of dreams to remember. Even more frustrating is that these are the dreams that tend to be cut short by an ill-timed clock radio or a clumsy roommate. What profit a man to compose a tear-de-force in dreams and not even finish how it was?

There is always the next day, but continuity is not a strong point of dreams when you finally pull them out. And you might find that the sets different, the characters changed, and that you aren’t coming out as well in this dream as you remembered. Ah, so what. If you don’t like one dream, don’t worry. Chances are you have another one coming up in just moments. Now here is a strong point of dreams that tends to be cut short by an ill-timed clock radio or a clumsy roommate. Some profit a man to compose a tear-de-force in dreams and not even finish how it was?

It’s YOU BEEN ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION?

Don’t worry, you can do it. You have. Don’t believe me? Trust me.
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ich bin ein berliner

tim o'reilly

The Siegessäule keeps a silent watch over the city.

A review by laurene goers

mucosal excellence and an appreciative audience

It was definitely a far cry from the weekend of Blues just ended when the Notre Dame Glee Club presented their fall concert in Washington Hall last night. The two events shared important qualities, however: musical excellence and a cheering, appreciative audience.

Under the exacting and often innovative direction of Prof. David Isele, the Club presented a program which displayed their control, vocal range and versatility. Beggining with traditional pieces by such composers as Mozart and Schubert, the group pulled off even such lyrics as "la-la-la" with some much more unfriendly to tourists. It houses the headquarters of some of West Germany's top corporations, financial institutions, and government offices, though connected to the mainland by only three roads. Perhaps it is this somewhat precarious link that has helped to mold West Berlin into the free-wheeling place it is today. Kurfürstendamm Straße, the city's hub, is awash with bright, flashing neon. Many of the top businesses and stores are located on the "Ku-damm." And for night people, the greatest restaurants, theaters, and cabarets have revived here with full fury, along with open prostitution.

Amidst all the modernness, the past has certainly not been forgotten. At the head of Ku-damm stands the hollow remainder of the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, as a monument to the wrath of WW II. The 13th century Charlottenburg Palace has been restored, along with its fine museums, art galleries, and gardens, to its former pre-war days. With a stunning, new concert hall, the Berlin Philharmonic again ranks as one of the world's greatest orchestras. The East has come back into a slower, more subdued style. For many years, a heavy government emphasis on increasing industrial output kept rebuilding schemes on the drawing boards. But with a change of regimes in 1991 came a greater stress on consumer goods, and modernization and modernization programs, which have significantly narrowed the living standard gap between the two Berlins.

A walk down the main street, Unter den Linden, reveals the more sober, serious nature of the East. It has none of the glaring lights, trim magazine stands, or swank night spots of the Ku-damm. Unter den Linden has numerous stores, carrying less luxury goods at higher prices, and restaurants and businesses in general are more modest and more expensive here than some much more unfriendly to tourists. The classical and historic parts are held in East Berlin, where one has not been so patiently restored as in the West. Quite a few old landmarks, particularly churches, have been allowed to stand partially destroyed or were bulldozed. Two fortunate exceptions are the famous Pergamon Museum of ancient artifacts, and the flourishing German State Opera.

The biggest shock for any newcomer to a communist country has to be the propaganda. During the hour wait while passports are processed at the East-West checkpoint, some condiciones to avoid. In museums, Americans are always termed imperialists, moneyandeels, or both. People behind the Berlin Wall receive scarce mention, while references to Karl Marx hit the saturation point. This year marked the 25th anniversary of East Germany, so most every available space was covered with a "DDR 25" (Deutsches Demokratische Republik) poster, with slogans like, "Our socialist way is right," and "25 years of peace for the children." One thing rarely found on either side of the wall is the name Adolf Hitler. His actions, as much as anyone's, shaped the present Berlin, but only museums contain his traces to denounce his atrocities. In fact the whole area around the Reichstag, once the government and diplomatic center of Germany, was converted into a large park after the war. Very little remains of what for many must be a painful memories of Naziism.

Yet the memories are not obsessions, but guideposts of what to avoid. Berlin is much too busy improving itself to wallow in the past, yet concerned with preserving a rich heritage to enlighten the future.
New programs initiated

Counsel-Center relocated

by Martha Fanning
Staff Reporter

The Counseling Center has finally moved to its new location on the second floor of the Administration Building. Dr. Sheridan McCabe, Director of the Center, describes the new offices as "one of the best facilities for a counseling center I've ever seen."

The Center is for use by anyone connected with Notre Dame, and it is intended to help students make the most of their college experience by resolving problems which get in their way. "The general location is designed for this work and set up for effective functioning," stated McCabe.

A wide range of problems--academic, vocational or personal--are dealt with by Center students who go there are given the opportunity to take some type of test to help them discover their interests and aptitudes.

"We use tests to find answers to students needs," said the director. When a student is trying to decide if he should continue a career or major or he might take an interest test. "This supplies some information on professional or personal potential that is suited for and can be used by the students to make a good decision," McCabe added.

Counseling is done in groups or on an individual basis, which ever is most helpful in solving an individual's problem.

One general problem the campus which the center is planning on is the male-female attitude, which ever is most helpful in solving an individual's problem.

Last spring the center started a male-female education group. A group of eight-four of each sex--met for six sessions to explore difficulties and attitudes encountered when relating to the opposite sex. In doing so they hoped to make it easier to relate to each other.

"The program proved successful last year and we would like to run it again," commented McCabe.

A program designed to help deal with test anxiety is also being started. It will be offered to students so they can "learn how to deal with anxiety which can get in the way of their being effective when taking a test," explained McCabe. These sessions would not be counseling but training in handling test anxiety. The center hopes to start such a program this fall before final exam week and continue it next semester.

The Center would also like to help the student who is doing well but feels there is room for improvement. In order to expand on this idea several programs are being planned. For example, the center would like to hold, before Thanksgiving, workshops to help students bring their goals into focus. It would be a one time workshop meeting for several hours. Through self-exploration and discussion the members of a group would consider their life's goals.

Another program in the works is Assertive Training. This program is designed to help people be sensitive to their own behavior and become correctly assertive," McCabe stated. Many people are unable to refuse a request even if it causes a great deal of inconvenience. Hard feelings and misunderstandings can result. Showing people how to assert themselves to the right degree would help to eliminate this problem.

The Counseling Center was opened in 1967. Its predecessor was the Department of Guidance and Testing which has since been replaced by the Freshman Year of Studies.

The center also serves as a setting for graduate courses in Counseling Psychology. Everyone in the center works either directly or indirectly on that program. The professional staff is headed by Sheridan McCabe, Ph.D. He is assisted by Paul Bankiot, Ph.D., Thomas Mezzuz, Ph.D., and a part-time member Rene Willett.

An Open House is planned for the first week in December, to enable people to come in and acquaint themselves with the center. Individuals who would like to sign up for a program or desire information can either drop in at the Counseling Center located in Room 409 of the Administration Building of the Center.

Erratum

It is not certain that Anthony Burgess or James Purdy will be attending the Sophomore Literary Festival this year. They have expressed interest in the festival and may be in attendance, but it is not definite.

California Originals

The Original Redwood Tree: Prior to 1857, all redwood trees were blue, and were called bluewood trees. One day while putting a flash fire, Robert Adams (now only the area.) The only ones to complain about this change were some stray bulls. Seeing all this red about them, they began charging...and didn't stop till they had run up a bill of over 78 dollars.

Burgie Beer: Burgie is original California beer. The finest light California beer. A light golden beer brewed with a true Western taste...and a weird Western name. Just ask for Burgie. (If a man answers, hang up.)

Burgie Original California Beer

Only Continental gets you a flight, a chalet, a car, and lifts for $259.

Our exclusive new Rocky Mountain ski packages feature luxury furnished chalets studio condominiums a short walk from the lifts. It's the Ultimate Lift Ticket! No queues. Turnkey package covers:

- Round trip jet Coach airfare with tax, and meeting service at Denver Airport
- 7 nights lodging, 7 days skierized lift tickets
- Lowest possible prices, immediate package credit if you book soon.
- Lagen chalets available with one to three bedrooms for two to six people.
- Pavillon special packages available at Vail, Snowmass Aspen, Keystone, and Steamboat. All prices include room double occupancy, with state and local room and car taxes additional, as well as Christmas at some Dec 20th through Jan 4th. Rental car gas and mileage extra; driver must be 21 or over.

For more information contact your travel agent or Continental at 606-6500, or send in the coupon.

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
P.O. Box 4187, North Hollywood, Calif. 91607
I want to get in on the ground floor of that ski chair package program. Tell me more!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| CONTINENTAL AIRLINES | Original California Beer |

A light golden beer brewed with a true Western taste. The finest light California beer.

12 Fluid Ounces

Original California Beer
Local bars, students 'harassed' by police

by Ken Lamb
Staff Reporter

Reactions to the recent Alcohol Board Commission warning directed against the bars near Notre Dame ranged from anger to indifference.

Louis Rappelli, owner of Louie's, said: "the public's got it against the students and five little bars."

He cited the raids and felt that both the students and the bar owners are "harassed and abused" by the police. He said that since the students haven't hurt anyone it was unfair that they should be harassed.

"Wouldn't it be nice for people to stop picking on us?" he asked. "I was outside today cleaning up my place and if everybody would clean up their own yard there'd be no problems."

The only thing wrong is the cops," Rappelli said. He suggested "the students don't take their cups out, but leave them in the bar, walk on sidewalks instead of the streets and just keep a little quiet," when they leave.

He said: "the students have got to help out."

"My place is for the students and I want the students to want to help us out."

Rappelli also asked for student support. "You can really do something," he said. He mentioned the student registration drive and urged all the students to give the bars the same kind of support and effort.

"If the age was 18 or 19, look at the problems you'd solve." "A lot of this litter comes from off-campus parties and there's nothing we can do there."

Lombardi said that students don't recognize the problem and "try and sneak out drinks all the time." He said that police as well as bar owners realize that "raids aren't going to solve the problem."

"The warning itself doesn't really affect us, it's in the renewal of licenses that they get down hard," stressed Lombardi.

Joe Molin of Corby's stated that since the police are always around and will "hassle anyone they see with an open beer" the action was in effect "no new ruling."

"He expected there to be no change."

Professor Arthur J. Quigley, leader of the Northeast Neighborhood Association, stated that "it is a little too early to tell." He said it would be a few weeks before any results would show.

When asked if he felt the bars could enforce the ruling, Quigley said, "I don't know whether they can, but they haven't had the past."

He said he expected the group's "hassle, flaunt out process" to continue and that one "can't expect miracles."

Lombardi said the bar owners are getting together to discuss the problem. One solution mentioned would be for "all the bar owners to chip in to a clean-up fund and then have a cleaning crew come through every day," he said. It would be a couple of weeks before anything definite happens, however, said Lombardi.

Lacrosse meeting

There will be a Lacrosse meeting held today at 4:30 in the ACC Auditorium. All members of the Lacrosse club and anyone interested in joining should attend.

Year after year, semester after semester, the CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over America. Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union College Master Field Associate in your area:
1005 E. LaSalle
South Bend, Ind.
Phone 287-2327

FOR RENT

Room: $40/week. Near orway, kitchen. 225-1229.

303 West Jefferson doubles 3 room furnished apartments. First and second floors. Gas heat, hot water.

LOST AND FOUND

Lost: brown wallet possess at St. Mary's dance Friday. Call John, 3737.

Men's watch found by Nickles at 1:30 AM, November 4. Call Kate, 289-3843.

Lost: "costume" bracelet, Sat., night, 845.

WANTED

Need a GA Pitt ticket. Call George at 287-0660.

Help! I need at least 8 GA ticket for Pitt game. I will hop the best offer. Call John, 234-1114.

Wanted: used bike, any speed, make. Call Andy, 289-7217.

Need 2 GA Pitt ticket. Call Michelle, 3653.

Need 2 or 1 GA Pitt ticket. Call Nick, 1174.


Need ride to Columbus, Ohio. Fri. or Sat., Nov. 14 or 15. Call Bobby, 4060.

Need 2 GA Pitt ticket. Call 289-1140.


Deerly, will need 5 GA Pitt tickets.

Wanted: one good condition used 10-speed bicycle. Call 2832.


Wanted: used upright piano for reasonable price. Call Mike, 1246.

Need Pitt GA ticket - call: Chuck, 206-4197.

For part time waiters, Will Vain, Perkins Pancake & Steak House, 2999 Crescentpolis, one block south of Tall Ridg, Elyshar, In- diana, ext 9.

Need desperately 2 Pitt tickets. Call Tom, 331-1161.

Please, I need a GA ticket for Pitt. Call Camilo, 3154.

Really need 2 GA Pitt tickets. Call Mike, 4489.

Want hotel room Sat. night of Pitt weekend. Call John, 282-1500.

Deerly need 2 or 3 Pitt ticket. Call 5464.

Need ride west on 1-80 (Mohawk area). Nov. 15. Call Jane, 7995.

Student ticket for Pitt. Call Joe, 3613.

FOR SALE

Yves fle call all at 288-4217 or 747.

NOTICES

If you have made CPR, SEARCH, TEC (and other similar type) certifications, we need you to volunteer for campus or off-campus Saturday from Dec. 6-8. Contact Blue Ridge to 372-1175.

Help needed around Campus this weekend. If you can do something around the residence halls, call 282-3889.

Come to Hoffman Bros. Eddy at Madison. Wholesale prices to ND students. 


FINEST ZOO IN THE WORLD IS IN MILWAUKEE: I have to get my friend back from Wisconsin! Please call 1336 anytime, day or night.

Will the hitchhiker who ac- companyed the biggest notebook from the Brown Friat last Tuesday please call Eddie, 377- 

For information on the lowest priced diamonds in the area, and personalized service, call a student who knows! Pat, 5149.


ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BUYING A NEW CAR, PORD, LINCOLN-MERCURY, PON- TIAC, OLDS AVAILABLE, CALL 421-7374 EVENINGS BETWEEN 9PM AND 10PM AND ASK FOR LICK SAMS SALES. SERIOUSLY, GOOD PRICES ON ALL MAKES. CALL NOW TO BEAT THE THANKSGIVING RUSH.

Tune ups by experienced mechanics, MD used 1970 plus parts. Call John Lloyd or Pat 372- 

PERSONALS

Hello! My name is Whales and there are just some people who aren't good enough for me to eat with. I'm never too hungry. Whale "Shub" Bone

Cindy: I'm sorry about the unfortunate incident last Thursday and Friday. I wish you the best.

Bob

Dear Reba: Thanks for the call. It's nice to see someone who really cares for ND students.

Love your chords, Lucy P.S. I liked your third one better.

Bubbly gum Queen: Well, wish in my college need to masturbate?" The Don

Dear Peter, Mike, Frank, Jeff, Jim, Chauncy, Tom, Jerry, Paul, Dave, Rossa at a ya Na Ka.<naa are we, guys! We never could've done it without you! (Do these look like working hands?

I never want to see another chair.

Tricia and Mary

Dear Tricia and Mary,

You know the name, The Big Kahuna.

To all the guys who helped with the topnomance dance:

Thank you.

Mary Liz, Mary, Cathy, Tricia

Delated Happy 5th Birthday: Charles Farrell

To Good Old Fred:

From the people he serves.

Wants that you that we at the Pervs.

Girl, 22, NY Chicago train.

Please ask another "old" question.

Ed from Pangborn:

Thank you for helping us in our moment of need Sat. night; it's nice to know there are concerned people like you in the world.

Toni & Marty

To Elton John 313 Holy Cross Is the Real Thing or is it forever?

Shout-up in Farley

To Anne of Axem:

Happy Birthday. Love, 3rd floor lovers.

God Help Double "D."

Cathy:

I am near death.

Will the real rose-giver please come forward.

Lucy in the sky (with diamonds) once.

Once the fact had a good part in the play, if it true would I be here today?

Beehive lives!!
Dillon, Sorin advance in pivotal Interhall contests

by John Higgins

Dillon, in pursuit of its fourth Interhall Football championship in the last five years, took a giant step toward that goal on Sunday, as the Big Red clinched the South Quad title with a hard-fought 10-7 win over neighborhood rival Alumni on the last day of the Southern Division's regular season.

The win, Dillon's fifth, with a tie against Sorin, marking its first victory under new coach Early. The margin was much closer than the final score indicated, as the Fighting Irish showed why by dropping their second game of the season to Sorin. The Irish defense, however, bent but did not break, and remained unscored on this season. With Driscoll employing four wide receivers and passing almost exclusively to the hapless secondary, the Fighting Irish nonetheless picked off six passes, two of which led directly to scores, helping to blunt the Alumni threat.

After center Frank Tombari's punt left Alumni deep in their own territory with three minutes left in the first half, linebacker Pete Riley intercepted a screen pass over the middle and returned it 47 yards to the 3. Riley's drive halfback Craig Tigh batted to the 6-inch line on the first play, and quarterback John Philbin's pressure forced O'Neill into a sneak on a two-point conversion, and Dillon led at halftime 6-0.

Early in the third period, Kevin Bolyard recovered a Dillon fumble on the Alums 46. After two incomplete passes, Driscoll faked everybody with a draw play by Jim Antony, which netted 13 yards and a first down, and Tombari followed with a 2-yard pass to favor target John Audino, who caught 6 on the day. The Alumni drive was halted on the next play, however, when rugged tackle Karl Weyand stopped in front of another screen pass and Dillon took over at the 27.

From there, O'Neill led his offense 77 yards, on one of only two drives by Dillon on the day, to the 10. From the O'Neill finished 10 yards on a perfectly executed option to set the offense in motion, and Pat Zahn followed on a pinch sweep for 7. After Tigh got 5 yards on 4th and 1, and the slippery quarterback QB to the 3-yard line and the end zone and as the third quarter ended.

In the closing minutes of the game, Tombari, who averaged 48 yards on 3 punts, helped to set the offense at the 52- yard line on the first play, and alumni scored on the last play of the game, P-F, Sorin and Dillon were victors.

As seen above, hard hitting was the dominant force behind 11 games. Dillon, in pursuit of their fourth Interhall championship in the last five years, took a giant step toward that goal on Sunday, as the Big Red clinched the South Quad title with a hard-fought 10-7 win over neighborhood rival Alumni on the last day of the Southern Division's regular season.

The win, Dillon's fifth, with a tie against Sorin, marking its first victory under new coach Early. The margin was much closer than the final score indicated, as the Fighting Irish showed why by dropping their second game of the season to Sorin. The Irish defense, however, bent but did not break, and remained unscored on this season. With Driscoll employing four wide receivers and passing almost exclusively to the hapless secondary, the Fighting Irish nonetheless picked off six passes, two of which led directly to scores, helping to blunt the Alumni threat.

After center Frank Tombari's punt left Alumni deep in their own territory with three minutes left in the first half, linebacker Pete Riley intercepted a screen pass over the middle and returned it 47 yards to the 3. Riley's drive halfback Craig Tigh batted to the 6-inch line on the first play, and quarterback John Philbin's pressure forced O'Neill into a sneak on a two-point conversion, and Dillon led at halftime 6-0.

Early in the third period, Kevin Bolyard recovered a Dillon fumble on the Alums 46. After two incomplete passes, Driscoll faked everybody with a draw play by Jim Antony, which netted 13 yards and a first down, and Tombari followed with a 2-yard pass to favor target John Audino, who caught 6 on the day. The Alumni drive was halted on the next play, however, when rugged tackle Karl Weyand stopped in front of another screen pass and Dillon took over at the 27.

From there, O'Neill led his offense 77 yards, on one of only two drives by Dillon on the day, to the 10. From the O'Neill finished 10 yards on a perfectly executed option to set the offense in motion, and Pat Zahn followed on a pinch sweep for 7. After Tigh got 5 yards on 4th and 1, and the slippery quarterback QB to the 3-yard line and the end zone and as the third quarter ended.

In the closing minutes of the game, Tombari, who averaged 48 yards on 3 punts, helped to set the offense at the 52- yard line on the first play, and alumni scored on the last play of the game, P-F, Sorin and Dillon were victors.